












 Previous 
National 

Curriculum  
Level 

Current 

GCSE Grade 

New  

GCSE Grade 

HTC 

levels 

A* 9 9 - / + 

A* 8 8 - / + 

A 7 7 - / + 

B 6 6 - / + 

8 B/C 5 5 - / + 

7 C 4 4 - / + 

6 D 3 3 - / + 

5 E 2 2 - / + 

4 F/G 1 1 - / + 

3 G Working towards (W) -/+ 

2 Entry Level (E) -/+ 

1 



KS3 Progress Ladder Writing 
2 

+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

1 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

Starting Block 

I am beginning to use an appropriate written style for purpose and audience. 

I am able to organise my writing to build appropriate structure. 

My writing shows developing use of varied sentence structures, features of 

grammatical accuracy and spelling of common words. 

I am able to build my vocabulary and show evidence in my writing. 

  
I am able to show some understanding of task purpose and audience. 

I am able to order my ideas logically. 

My writing shows some evidence of varied sentence structures, punctuation and 
use of phonic knowledge to attempt my spelling. 

I am able to apply existing vocabulary and show signs of developing vocabulary. 

  



KS3 Progress Ladder for Writing 
5 

+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

4 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

3 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

I am able to show mastered style, tone and form in my writing. 

I am able to consistently structure my writing for clear purpose and audience. 

My writing demonstrates mastered use of varied sentence structures, grammatical 
accuracy and accurate spelling of familiar and unfamiliar words. 

I can accurately and consistently use a wide range of vocabulary to achieve effects.  

  
  I am able to show a confident style, tone and form in my writing. 

I am able to show confidence when structuring my writing for a range of purposes 
and audiences. 

My writing displays confident use of varied sentence structures, grammatical 
accuracy and accurate spelling of familiar and unfamiliar words. 

I can use a wide range of vocabulary to achieve specific effects. 

  I am able to show an appropriate written style to engage my reader. 
  
I am beginning to develop the structure of my writing for purpose and audience. 
  
My writing displays use of varied sentence structures, grammatical accuracy and 
correct spelling of common words with an attempt at unfamiliar words. 
  
I am able to use interesting vocabulary to achieve effects in my writing. 
  



KS3 Progress Ladder for Reading 
I can select, summarise and develop hidden meanings from a range of challenging texts. 
  
I can explore and sustain intelligent and thoughtful links between meaning and context. 
  
I can explore in detail the importance of structure in challenging texts. 
  
I can use accurate vocabulary when studying the effectiveness of the writer’s language 
choices. 
  
 
I can select and summarise hidden meanings from a range of challenging texts. 
  
I can explore and develop links between the meaning and context of a text. 
  
I can explore how writers present ideas through structure in difficult texts. 
  
I can explore how language is used effectively for purpose and audience. 
  

I can select and summarise arguments and ideas from a range of texts. 
  
I can evaluate writers’ ideas and the relevance of context. 
  
I can begin to assess how writers present meaning through the organisation of a text. 
  
I can evaluate how language is used effectively for audience and purpose. 

5 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

4 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

3 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 



KS3 Progress Ladder for Reading 
2 

+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

1 
+ 
(Mastering) 
  
5  
(Improving) 
  
- 
(Developing) 

I can identify and summarise key ideas presented in texts. 
  
I can begin to make suggestions and assumptions based on textual evidence. 
  
I can understand how language can vary according to audience and purpose. 
  
I am able to recognise how writers present meaning through different organisational 
devices. 
  

I can read and understand texts for specific audiences and purposes. 
  
I can begin to identify and summarise the key ideas of different texts. 
  
I can identify key features of different texts. 
  
I can understand how a text is organised for purpose and effect. 
  

Starting Block 







Lots of reading                         Love of reading 



How do we balance a love of reading with a 
restricted assessment system? 







Key Observations in Primary 
Schools: 

Leading us to consider: 

The development of essential, 
foundational skills, building longer 
written tasks 
 

We tend to rush too much work at the 
expense of quality. 

Clear expectations of success criteria for 
each writing task 
 

How explicit are the essential 
requirements of good writing? 
 

Consistent focus on specific skills / how 
to embed these 

Are our expectations high enough? 
Are we consolidating and building on 
prior learning effectively? 

Provision of Literacy-centred targets  The importance of accurate and 
meaningful feedback. 

Guidance toward independent 
reflection on areas for development / 
‘Mastering’ targets 

How to promote a culture of reflective 
learners. 



 Aims: Outcomes & Impact:  Autumn 1 

To sustain consistent focus of written 
accuracy (SPAG) and sentence 
constructions 

Transition Unit to establish a love and 
enthusiasm for the subject 

Continue development of cohesive 
devices to enable written structure 

Consolidation of written accuracy / 
Building challenge through content 

Introduce students to more 
adventurous vocabulary 

Inspire students to be creative – 
establish a ‘voice’ in their writing 
 

Empower students to be creative, 
encouraging independence and 
freedom of expression 

Inform student and teacher alike of 
meaningful, personalised targets 
 

We asked Primary Teachers, ‘What would you wish to achieve if 
you were teaching the students for another year?’ 

Baseline ‘in action’, supporting student 
well being and attainment 







 
Thank you! 

 
Questions? 
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